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Under Cover

bbqcanvas covers combine maximum protection
from the elements with an up-market aesthetic
appeal. With four designs and two sizes to
choose from, the bbqcanvas will add not detract
to your outdoor room with a touch of style. $115
each from www.bbqcanvas.co.nz

Expressionism – a
collection of vibrant
purples and golds
that delve into the
emerging trend of
customisation and
independent design.
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Home Solutions | In Brief

Up-cycle, re-use or colour match
Refresh and update your linens and furnishings with the Color
Factory in Auckland. The Color Factory offers a comprehensive
colour matching service, just send in an example of what you
want it matched to, with the items you want dyed! The perfect
solution for old curtains or cushions that just need to be given a
new lease on life. You can even dye some buttons and trims! Visit
www.colorfactory.co.nz for more details.
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Home Solutions
The latest trends and products for maintenance and
decor in your home.
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Colour Makes a Comeback
After years of muted, conservative
hues being in the spotlight, colour has
made a triumphant return to walls,
with Dulux recently launching six new
palettes for 2010 showcasing everything
from bright blues and pinks, to deep
oranges, vibrant golds, rich browns and
lush greens.

MagicSeal Magnetic
Screens are flexible mesh
screens which adhere to
the inside of your window.
For more information visit
www.magicseal.co.nz

“Colour is back” says Andrea LucenaOrr, Dulux’ leading colour forecaster,
who says the return of bold hues
reflects a more positive consumer
outlook. The six new palettes from
Dulux draw inspiration from nature,
fashion trends and global events. Visit
www.dulux.co.nz for more inspiration.
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CYCLONE 4 IN 1 MULTI SANDER
- KA270-XE
Forget the days of needing multiple sanders to

Trim With Ease
s
The Finishing Touche
Minimal and stylish, this Solar Wall
Light will add a modern touch to your
out door area and save you power!
$17.95 from EziBuy.
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If you love the intrigue of old
keys, add a Key Door Knocker
to your front door or garden
gate. $17.95 from EziBuy.

Bathroom Style

Win

!

Give your garden a fresh look for the new
year with a Stihl Electric Linetrimmer. With
a complete range of trimmers to chose from
the options are endless. The FSE 71 makes
light work of hard to reach areas thanks to
its pivoting head. It's also perfect for clearing
under bushes, hedges and along garden paths.
Thanks to Stihl we have a Linetrimmer
valued at $245 to give away. Simply enter
online at www.homestylemagazine.co.nz/
competitions and enter the competition
code: trimmer

Design conscious homeowners
looking for an extraordinary
product that is also highly
functional will love the SKOPE
Glascia towel warmer, with
its stunning glass and metal
composition. Available in four
sizes and in left and right hand
configurations, the Glascia
suits a wide range of bathroom
layouts. For more information
visit www.skope.co.nz

complete all those odd jobs around the home.
Black & Decker make it easy and more cost
effective with a 4 in 1 Multi Sander that can
handle the toughest and the most delicate of
jobs.
This versatile 4 in 1 Multi Sander with Cyclonic
Action Dust Collection Canister caters for
random orbit sanding, detail sanding, flush
sanding and profile sanding all by the quick and
easy change of the base.
Another powerful solution from Black & Decker;
the leaders in innovation.

Freecall 0800 339 258
www.blackanddecker.co.nz

